Balls

Punch Pads

Teamsport
Equipment

1 Green Hill ‘Victor’ Arm Pad

2 Green Hill ‘ACE’ Arm Pad

For boxing, kick-boxing and Muay Thai
training. Hand-stitched hand grips. With
target point. 40x25x7 cm. approx. 900 g,
PU/leather combination.
71 255 3304 
Each

44 Ideal for partner exercises

3 Sport-Thieme ‘Curve’
Punch Pad

Ideal for kicking and punching exercises.
Ideally suited to fitness training and combat sports. 75x35x15 cm, 3 kg, black, incl.
looped handles for holding on to.
71 144 6702 
Each

4 Sport-Thieme Punch Pad

Punch pad for kicking and punching exercises with a partner. Red, LxWxH:
75x35x15 cm.
71 150 1748 
Each

Swimming

New!

Athletics

Arm pad made from durable leather with
foam padding. Hand support and handles
on the back provide a secure hold during
training. The first choice for ambitious
training sessions. 500 g, LxWxH:
38x38x56 cm.
71 151 5002 
Each

Fitness

44 Ideal for hooks and jabs
44 Improves strike precision

6 Green Hill ‘Kite’ Mini Mitts

Ideal for hooks and jabs. Improves punching precision. Can also be used for children’s training. LxW: 14x16 cm, made of
PU, each mitt weighs 130 g, red/black.
71 255 3405 
Pair

7 Sport-Thieme
Punch Pad

Ideal for punching exercises and sparring
with a partner. Tear-proof. ø 27 cm, width
approx. 6 cm.
71 150 0123 
Each

Gymnastics

Punch pad for boxing training made of
hard-wearing artificial leather. Perfect
shock absorption properties. With 2 handles on the sides and hook-and-loop fastener for a secure hold. ø approx. 38 cm.
Approx. 500 g.
71 287 8704 
Each

Movement Therapy

 didas ‘Round Kick
5 New! A
Pad’ Punch Pad

New!

Psychomotricity

10 Green Hill ‘Target’
Boxing Mitts

+49 5357 181 503

info@sport-thieme.com

sport-thieme.com/ Fitness

259

Service

For advice and to place an order:

11 Green Hill ‘Fawn’ Focus Mitts

Focus mitt made from artificial leather
with a special curve for very precise hits.
Preformed padding for comfort of use and
taking the strain off of the joints. Comfortable hand and finger inserts enable quick
and professional training. 500 g, LxWxH:
24x18x12 cm.
71 151 5103 
Pair

Leisure Games

Boxing mitts made from real leather and
long-lasting hard foam. High-quality velours leather inner lining ensures the
mitts are comfortable to wear and will not
 didas ‘Speed Coach’
9 New! A
8 Adidas ‘Curved’ Focus Mitt
slip off. The mitts sit perfectly in the hand
For Thai-/kick-boxing and boxing training.
thanks to the rounded shape and the
Focus Mitt
Thanks to the mitt’s curved shape and
Focus mitt made of PU3G artificial leather hemispherical shape of the palm. The
grip ball, the mitt sits well in the hand.
comfortable hand insert with finger coverfor training with a partner. EVA foam for
Thick padding for ideal shock absorption. flexibility and durability. Hook-and-loop
ing offers extra safety. With white target
PU. Lining: EVA foam. 26x18x9 cm. Black/ fastener and grip ball for stability. Black/ for accurate punches. 500 g, LxWxH:
gold.
24x18x12 cm.
red. One size fits all.
71 277 7610 
Each 71 287 2302 
Each 71 151 5204 
Pair

